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The extremely sad news of our hero Iyasu Berhe’s death is something that we
can still hardly believe and it has been impossible to put in words how we feel.
Tegadalay Iyasu Berhe was a man of principle who himself associate with all
types of society, as a farmer, fighter, musician etc. He has scarified his life
working for his people and died while he was fundraising for his people.
Tegadalay Iyasu Berhe has taught us a lot of things and we young Tigrean
students will follow his footsteps and push all forward what he started and was
thinking to do. He is the symbol of unity, commitment and he has left all theses
assignments for us.
Moreover, his death has a special message to all of us that he died while he was
in a fundraising program for our people and hence this will be a big lesson to
learn from him.
The loss is no doubt great and irrecoverable, but Iyasu Berhe has accomplished
a lot of novel works for which he will be remembered for ages by all Ethiopians
and particularly by all we Tigreans.
We Tigrean students who are currently studying in Europe would like to express
our deepest sympathy in the tragic death of our hero, Iyasu Berhe and by this
circumstance we would also like to say that we will stand beside Iyasu Berhe
family for anything. Moreover, we promise to work hard for the unity of
Tigreans and will continue all his good works so as to reach their final goals.
Dear Iyasu Berhe, we will be missing you forever but you are in the mind of all
of us and you will be remembered for ever.
May God rest his soul in Heaven.
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